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Steps and Strategies to Crack Civil Engineering Services

Name of the Resource Person
1.Prof.D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy,

2.Dr.Freddy, Assistant.Professor, Department of Political Science,

Madras Christian College

Total Number of Participants 640

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

At the outset, Prof.D.Stalin Director Eva Stalin IAS Academy listed ten common mistakes

made by a majority of aspirants and suggested steps to avoid falling prey to such

anomalies. He said that to prepare for the challenging exam, it is very important to

understand the demands of the exam as the exam pattern warrants theoretical and

numerical understanding of the subject. Dr.Freddy Asst.Professor Department of

Political Science Madras Christian College opined that selection of standard books

plays the most significant role in preparation, and supplicated the audience to draft

reference notes and mark them with different colors depending upon the importance

of topic considered so by the student. He laid great stress on constant practice and

revision at periodic intervals. He then divulged ten techniques to crack civil engineering

service.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Steps and Strategies to crack civil engineering services”, 24

July 2019.
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Do's and Don'ts of Preparing Exams in India

Name of the Resource Person 1.Prof.D.Stalin,Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy

2.Dr.Hariharan, Assistant Professor, Department of Political

Science, Madras Christian College

Total Number of Participants 455

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Prof Stalin, Director Eva Stalin IAS Academy said that fighting every single day to crack

the competitive exams takes everything like dedication, hard work, strategy, consistency,

time, sacrifice, devotion, practice, et al. He was of the view that preparing to qualify the

exam is one thing but preparing to get a higher rank is another. The second kinds of

students are, however, more dedicated ones and need special attention to their studies.

They need to be very clear about their goal so that they can keep moving on the same

path without any second thoughts. Dr.Hariharan Asst.Professor, Department of Political

Science Madras Christian College, suggested ten Do's and five strict Don'ts in the

context of preparing for all competitive exams.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Do's and Don'ts of Preparing Exams in India”, 10 October 2019.
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Discussion on CSAT Exams

Name of the Resource Person 1.Prof.D.Stalin,Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy

2.Dr.Hariharan, Assistant Professor, Department of Political

Science, Madras Christian College

Total Number of Participants 455

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Prof Stalin, Director Eva Stalin IAS Academy said that fighting every single day to crack

the competitive exams takes everything like dedication, hard work, strategy, consistency,

time, sacrifice, devotion, practice, et al. He was of the view that preparing to qualify the

exam is one thing but preparing to get a higher rank is another. The second kinds of

students are, however, more dedicated ones and need special attention to their studies.

They need to be very clear about their goal so that they can keep moving on the same

path without any second thoughts. Dr.Hariharan Asst.Professor, Department of Political

Science Madras Christian College, suggested ten Do's and five strict Don'ts in the

context of preparing for all competitive exams.

Photos:

Director Eva Stalin, IAS Academy addressing at “Discussion on CSAT Exams”, 12 March

2020.
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Special Lecture on Student Counselling - Apollo shine

Foundation

Name of the Resource Person Ms.Usha Krishnamuruthy, Apollo Shine Foundation

Total Number of Participants 265

Academic Year 2019-20

About the Event:

Guidance and counselling are important for students, and institutes have a huge role in

bringing out the best in students. Good conduct is coveted, but sometimes young minds
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need guidance to polish their personality. Through counselling, children are given advice on

how to manage and deal with emotional conflict and personal problems. Proper counselling

will help incorporate valuable lessons in their daily life.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Special Lecture on Student Counselling - Apollo shine

Foundation”, 18 December 2019.
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Participation of students in “Special Lecture on Student Counselling - Apollo shine

Foundation”, 18 December 2019.
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Placement Training - Six Phrase

Name of the Resource Person Six phrase

Total Number of Participants 817

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Training on Aptitude/Technical/quantitative and discussed about the expectation of core

companies from freshers

Photos:

Participation of students in Placement training on “Six Phrase”,29 July 2019 to 02 August

2019
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Placement Training - Enrich and Excel

Name of the Resource Person Enrich and Excel

Total Number of Participants 789

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Given training on importance of knowing other language in job / soft skills & importance and

growth about traveling job in companies

Photos:

Participation of students in Placement training on “Enrich and Excel”,05 August 2019 to 09

August 2019
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Participation of students in Placement training on “Enrich and Excel”,05 August 2019 to 09

August 2019
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Placement Training -Ripe Institute

Name of the Resource Person Ripe Institute

Total Number of Participants 200

Academic Year 2019-20

About the Event:

Given training on soft skill/company expectations in market/how to handle multitask in

workplace
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Photos:

Participation of students in Placement training on “Ripe Institute”,22 August 2019 to 26

August 2019
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Participation of students in Placement training on “Ripe Institute”,22 August 2019 to 26

August 2019
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Road Map for a 5 Trillion Economy in India

Name of the Resource Person Department of commerce

Total Number of Participants 200

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The conference met out with an objective to make India a 5 trillion dollar economy, the

government of India has taken several measures to boost the economy. The decision

enabled the banks to enhance credit capacity, risk appetite, better ability to raise resources

from markets, strong national presence and global competitive edge. Spotlighting on the

critical areas of development and finding the way out to solve has been taken as the key

issues of the seminar.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Road Map for a 5 Trillion Economy in India”,17 October 2019
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Participation of students in “Road Map for a 5 Trillion Economy in India”,17 October 2019
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Career opportunities in Biotechnology

Name of the Resource Person 1.Dr. E. N. Ganesh, Dean School of Engineering, VISTAS

2.Dr. Priyanka Purkayastha, Senior Data Engineer, Healthcare

Service Department, FedEx Europe

Total Number of Participants 200

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The main objective of the webinar is to teach the HSC students about the value of

Engineering courses particularly B. Tech Biotechnology, Infrastructure of VISTAS. Students

from HSC, Prefinal and Final year will know the Career Opportunities in Biotechnology at the

end of this International Webinar.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Career opportunities in Biotechnology”,10 June 2020
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Careers in HR

Name of the Resource Person Ms. Monica Evanchelin-Asso Manager (Alumni)

Total Number of Participants 54

Academic Year 2019-20

About the Event:

The main objective of the webinar is to teach the HSC students about the value of

Engineering courses particularly B. Tech Biotechnology, Infrastructure of VISTAS. Students
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from HSC, Prefinal and Final year will know the Career Opportunities in Biotechnology at the

end of this International Webinar.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Careers in HR”,20 October 2020
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Alumni Sharing Knowledge

Name of the Resource Person Mr. Rajukumar Ph.D. Research Fellow (Under TIGP Fellowship)

Sustainable Chemical Science & Technology Institute of

Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taipei, (Taiwan)

Total Number of Participants 230

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Alumni Sharing Knowledge(ASK) is the program organized by the department for the benefit

of the current students. The alumni speakers shared their experience with VISTAS and how it

was useful for them to build a career outside. They also elaborated about the opportunities

available for the current studies in their workplace

Photos:

Participation of students in “Alumni Sharing Knowledge”,05 December 2020
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Hope of Success

Name of the Resource Person 1..V.Vignesh, Associate Software Engineer, Mindtraits Innovation

Pvt. Ltd.

2.C.Bharat, Programmer TCS Services

Total Number of Participants 280

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The Alumni Webinar Series was conducted on 19.12.2000 through online, presented by two

alumnae of VISTAS, Mr.V.Vignesh Associate Software Engineer,,Mindtraits Innovation Pvt Ltd,

and Mr. C.Bharath , Programmer in TCS Services .The series went really interesting and useful

for the students. They have shared their views and experience to face the interviews. They

also encourage the students to develop their skill set, Set the goal on one particular

language and have a deep knowledge towards it. Past webinars have covered topics such as

career management, networking, social media branding and leadership. The series is a free,

convenient and engaging way to develop necessary career skills for today’s workplace. They

have also insisted that students should be equally good in technical as well as aptitude to

equip them to face the interview, since most of the MNC’s prefer aptitude as the first round.

The series ended up with an interaction session where the alumni cleared most of the doubts

raised by the students.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Hope of Success”,19 December 2020
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Opportunities for Higher Education

Name of the Resource Person Mr.Premanand, Center Head, Azent Overseas Education

Total Number of Participants 95

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Department of CSE had Conducted a seminar on Opportunities for higher education on 22

nd February 2019 in Lecture Theatre. The final year CSE and IT students were educated

about the various examinations they can take up to do higher studies abroad, they were also

informed about the countries and universities, Examinations which had to be cleared to do

higher studies with respect to countries and also courses available. Students from CSE and IT

have participated and gained knowledge.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Opportunities for higher educations”,22 February 2020
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Entrepreneurship Development Club Events

Name of the Resource Person School of Management studies

Total Number of Participants 274

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Entrepreneurship development is concerned with the study of entrepreneurial behavior, the

dynamics of business set-up, development and expansion of the enterprise.

Entrepreneurship development (ED) refers to “the process of enhancing entrepreneurial skills

and knowledge through structured training and institution-building programmes. The club

conducted various events for MBA Students and they participated with full enthusiasm.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Entrepreneurship Development Club Events”,21 February 2020
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Entrepreneurship Statistics

Name of the Resource Person S.K.Kamalakannan, School of Management Studies, VISTAS

Total Number of Participants 120

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

“Entrepreneurship is living a few years of your life like most people won’t… so that you can

spend the rest of your life like most people can’t”… I hope this quote from Anonymous brings

sense to the reason for why we chose this topic. As the title of the workshop was the result

of entrepreneurship, the organizers focused mainly on imparting the foundations of

entrepreneurship to the vibrant youth.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Entrepreneurship Statistics”2 August 2019
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Training on SAP

Name of the Resource Person VISTAS with Queensland, Victoria University of Technology,

Australia

Total Number of Participants 1967

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

SAP usually stands for Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing. It usually

combines instruction in human resource software management, database management,

and business training. Students trained in SAP Course can create information

warehouses, design input screens, and access data tables.

Photos:

Participation of students in “ SAP course”
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IT Market Demand and Opportunities in Current Scenario

Name of the Resource Person Mr.Raajesh Subramaniam, Senior Project Manager, Virtusa

Corporation

Total Number of Participants 150

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with CSI , IIC and

MHRD had organised a webinar on IT Market Demand and Opportunities in Current Scenario

on 03rd Sep 2020 using online mode. Resource Mr. Raajesh Subramaniam, Senior Project

Manager, Virtusa has provided insights on IT Market Demand followed by Opportunities in

Current Scenario. Students from CSE and IT have participated and gained knowledge, all

participants were also provided with E-certificates.

Photos:
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Participation of students in “IT Market Demand and Opportunities in Current Scenario”03

September 2019
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Technology Trends in Digital World

Name of the Resource Person Mr. Dhinakaran, Mr.Hari, Directors. M/s Weeroda Technologies

Total Number of Participants 180

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with CSI , IIC and

MHRD had organised a webinar on Technology Trends in Digital World on 29 th January

2021 using online mode. Resource Mr. Dhinakaran &amp; Mr. Hari, Directors, M/s Weeroda

Technologies has provided insights on the Digital world followed by its Technology Trends in

the Current Scenario. Students from CSE and IT have benefitted by participating and gaining

knowledge, All participants were also provided with E-certificates.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Technology Trends in Digital World”29 January 2021
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Cyber world around us

Name of the Resource Person Mr.Rajesh Hariharan, Associate Director, Global Payments, Pune

Total Number of Participants 165

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with CSI , IIC and

MHRD had organised a webinar on Changing Cyber world around us on 16 th Oct 2020

using online mode. Resource Mr. Rajesh Hariharan, Associate director at Global Payments

has provided insights on the Cyber world followed by how it is changing around us in the

Current Scenario. Students from CSE and IT have benefitted by participating and gaining

knowledge, All participants were also provided with E-certificates.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Changing Cyber world around us”,16 October2021
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Opportunities in Overseas

Name of the Resource Person Mrs. Mubeen Taj, Executive Director, Bluechip Services

International Pvt. Ltd.

Total Number of Participants 185

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with CSI had organised

an online webinar on Opportunities in Overseas on 28 th April 2021 using online mode.

Resource Mr. Kamal Kant, Vice President (Business Development), Azent Overseas Education

Ltd has provided insights on Opportunities in Overseas followed by how our students may be

benefited from it. Students from CSE and IT have benefitted by participating and gaining

knowledge, All participants were also provided with E-certificates.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Opportunities in Overseas”,12 February 2021
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Digital Marketing and Scope

Name of the Resource Person Mr.Dhivakar.P, Entrepreneur & founder, ONGOSEO, Chennai

Total Number of Participants 210

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with CSI, IIC and MHRD

had organised a webinar on Digital Marketing and Scope on 25 th July 2020 using online

mode. Our Resource Alumni Mr. Dhivakar.P, Entrepreneur & amp; Founder,

ONGOSEO,Chennai has provided insights on Digital Marketing followed by its Scope in the

Current Scenario. Students from CSE and IT have benefitted by participating and gaining

knowledge, all participants were also provided with E-certificates.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Digital Marketing and Scope”,25 July 2020
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Careers in Finance

Name of the Resource Person Mr. Girish,VP & Zonal Head Jana, Small France Bank Ltd.

Total Number of Participants 55

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

A career in finance isn't all about money. The financial services industry is multifaceted,

offering a variety of positions that cater to different skills and interests, along with

sub-industries that encompass niche opportunities. Researching the possibilities in financial

services will help you to land the job that is most compatible with your interests and skills.

The speaker also highlighted the variety of jobs in the finance industry.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Careers in Finance”,14 August 2019
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Attitude & Personal Goal Setting

Name of the Resource Person Mr. Ramesh, Coaching Foundation India

Total Number of Participants 180

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

The speaker highlighted the positive attitude significance to the MBA Students. He spoke on

the importance of maintaining a positive attitude everywhere and its impact in each and

every work carried out by students. It increases the positive impact of the individual students

also. The speaker also taught a few mind exercises for the students so that they will be

benefitted.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Attitude & Personal Goal Setting”,22 August 2019
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Logging Technologies and Career Opportunities for
Petroleum Engineering Students Post COVID

Name of the Resource Person 1.Mr. Kitho Stephen, Superintending Geophysicist (Wells), Oil

and Natural Gas Corporation

Chennai

2.Mr. Rahul Prasad, IT Advisor - HSSE & Social Performance

and HR & Real Estate Portfolio

Shell , Bangalore

Total Number of Participants 120

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Mr. Kitho Stephen, Superintending Geophysicist (Wells) Oil and Natural Gas Corporation

Chennai, discussed the “Oil well logging technology” to understand the detailed geological

formation for extracting maximum enhanced recovery. He also discussed the present logging

(new innovative logging) technologies used in oil and gas wells.

Mr. Rahul Prasad, IT Advisor - HSSE & Social Performance and HR and Real Estate Portfolio

Shell, Bangalore, Spoked about the post Covid 19 and its impacts on the oil and gas field.

Also he has focused on skill based learning and to carry out certificate courses on petroleum

related fields.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Attitude & Personal Goal Setting”,12 December 2020
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Awareness programme on TNPSC Examination

Name of the Resource Person Prof.D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy,

Total Number of Participants 295

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

A program on “TNPSC Examinations” was organized by the department to create awareness

among student fraternity on the sea of opportunities thrown open by TNPSC. The Resource

Person was Prof. D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy. He elaborated on the patterns &

current trends, and also various exams conducted by TNPSC. He painted a clear picture of

the various job opportunities and vacancies in the Government Sector. Considering the

multiple TNPSC exams with different patterns, he described different techniques to be

followed for cracking the exam. This was followed by a vibrant interactive session in which

the eminent speaker quelled the doubts aired by the students.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Awareness programme on TNPSC Examination”,29 August

2019
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Career Counselling on Will power strategy by Chirag
Bahri

Name of the Resource Person Mr.Shiva Ganesh Kumar, WillPower Mastery

Total Number of Participants 130

Academic Year 2019-20

About the Event:

The workshop was conducted for MBA students on career guidance and Career

Counselling. The speaker highlighted the need for career guidance and how they will be

benefited out of it. He stressed on the specific understanding of the realistic and practical

career options that are available for students
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.Photos:

Participation of students in “Career Counselling on Will power strategy”,29 August 2019
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Education and career counseling for life sciences

Name of the Resource Person Dr.D.Ramesh Kumar, CEO, Salem Microbes Pvt. Ltd., Salem

Total Number of Participants 180

Academic Year 2019-20

About the Event:

Topic: "Education and Career Counseling for Life Sciences"

Date: 8th June 2020
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Time: 11.00 - 12.00 PM

Career counselling program was organized for students on 8th June 2020 through online

mode. The resource person Dr. D. Ramesh kumar, an eminent career counsellor, advocated

this quite emphatically. He reinforced the basic factors in choosing one’s career which

employ aptitude, interest, ability and personality. He reiterated that students should be able

to identify their subject choices with combinations of each course for future prospects. He

briefed them about various life sciences courses and it's job prospects and the need for a

preparatory programme for each student seeking admission for the same. He also

mentioned careers of the future of various life sciences courses

Photos:

Participation of students in “Education and Career Counseling for Life Sciences”,08 June

2020
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Career oriented session on Mechanical components
using Ansys

Name of the Resource Person Mr.R.Subburaj, Design Head CADDAM Technologies

Total Number of Participants 295

Academic Year 2019-20
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About the Event:

Ansys Mechanical enables students to solve complex structural engineering problems and

make better, faster design decisions. With the finite element analysis (FEA) solvers available

in the suite, students can customize and automate solutions for structural mechanics

problems. The seminar helps the students to define engineering problems, developing an

approach to research problems and selection of suitable FEA Domains. And to solve the

engineering situations analytically, drawn from aero/auto domains.

Photos:
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Participation of students in career oriented session on “Mechanical Components using ANSYS”,

11 July 2019
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Awareness programme on TNPSC Examination

Name of the Resource Person 1.Prof.D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy,

2.Dr.Freddy, Assistant.Professor, Department of Political

Science, Madras Christian College

Total Number of Participants 170

Academic Year 2018-19
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About the Event:

An Awareness program on “TNPSC Examinations” with Prof. D. Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS

Academy. And Dr. Freddy, Asst. Professor, Department of Political Science, Madras Christian

College as resource persons. Prof. D. Stalin highlighted the significance and opportunities

available in the government sector. He discussed the common errors committed by the

aspirants. He addressed at length the TNPSC exam phobia prevalent among the student

community and spelled out ways and means to overcome them. Dr. Freddy suggested a

holistic approach to crack TNPSC exams by venting ten different techniques, with time

management and alertness as its hub.

Photos:

Resource person addressing on “Awareness programme on TNPSC Examination”, 13 September

2018
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Discussion on CSAT Exams

Name of the Resource Person 1.Prof.D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy

2.Dr.Hariharan, Asst.Professor, Department of Political Science,

Madras Christian College

Total Number of Participants 260

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Prof. D. Stalin Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy catapulted the discussion to a naïve audience

by acknowledging the fact that civil services was amongst the toughest exams in India, and

that one needs to clear 3 levels, namely Prelims, Mains, and Interview in order to join the

coveted Civil Services. He said that while aspirants pay more attention to other subjects, they

often are unable to clear the prelims because of CSAT. Dr. Hariharan, Assistant Professor,

Department of Political Science, Madras Christian College, discussed the relevance of

introducing CSAT and its significance and purpose. He said that CSAT, which is also known

as the Civil Service Aptitude Test, is one of the 2 papers of the Civil Services prelims

examination. While General Studies Paper I consists of questions asked from dynamic and

static GK and subjects like Indian National Movement, Polity, Environment, Geography, etc.,

General Studies Paper-II/CSAT assesses a candidate’s reasoning, English, and general

aptitude. Both resource persons affirmed that though bringing laurels in civil service

examination is a quite challenging task, nevertheless, if one keeps abreast of the CSAT

syllabus, practice past question papers and are aware of one’s strengths and weaknesses,

success will surely follow you.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Discussion on CSAT Exams”, 03 April 2019
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Placement Training - Enrich and Excel

Name of the Resource Person Enrich and Excel

Total Number of Participants 1110

Academic Year 2018--19

About the Event:
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Training given on Soft skill / guidance for higher education after finishing UG / Jobs and

salary has been explained after completing UG / openings and expectation of company

information given to the students

Photos:

Participation of students in Placement training on “Enrich and Excel”,09 July 2018 to 14

July 2019
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Placement Training - Six Phrase

Name of the Resource Person Six Phrase

Total Number of Participants 241

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Given training on Aptitude/Technical/quantitative training and company expectation in IT

companies

Photos:

Participation of students in Placement training on “Six Phrase”,09 July 2018 to 14 July

2019
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Placement Training – 361 Degree

Name of the Resource Person 361 Degree

Total Number of Participants 376

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Given training for BTECH - CORE group and training given on company expectation on

current scenario and what technical courses company expecting in core companies

Photos:

Participation of students in Placement training on “361 Degree”,23 July 2018 to 28 July

2018
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Placement Training – Enrich Abroad

Name of the Resource Person Enrich Abroad

Total Number of Participants 376

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Enrich abroad given training for MBA about Business Administration / Marketing and

Entrepreneurship

Photos:

Participation of students in Placement training on “Enrich Abroad”,23 July 2018 to 28 July

2018
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Placement Training – RIPE Institute

Name of the Resource Person RIPE Institute

Total Number of Participants 736

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Training has been given by Ripe training institute about Soft skills to the students.

Photos:

Participation of students in Placement training on “Ripe Institute”,16 July 2018 to 21 July

2018
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Onam Sadhya for HCM Students

Name of the Resource Person Hotel and Catering Management

Total Number of Participants 180

Academic Year 2018--19

About the Event:

"Kerala - Onam Food Festival '' was organized by the Second Year B.Sc. HCM students as a

part of their curriculum in the Department, Guests from Hotels and Higher Officials from

Management were invited. 'Onam Sadaya - A sensational multi-course vegetarian meal' was

served to the guests.
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Photos:

Guests at “Onam Sadaya” - Kerala - Onam Food Festival

Guests having lunch at “Onam Sadaya” - Kerala - Onam Food Festival
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Recent Changes in the syllabus of TNPSC Examination

Name of the Resource Person 1.Prof.D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy

2.Dr.Hariharan, Asst.Professor, Department of Political Science,

Madras Christian College

Total Number of Participants 240

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Prof.D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy, said that students want to establish their

career in the government sector as it is a hundred percent guarantee of lifetime security.

Most candidates dream of getting a government job but rarely do they genuinely prepare for

it. Cracking government competitive exams is not a cup of tea for everyone. For this, he

opined that students should work diligently in an organized way. The major reason behind

failing in government competitive examinations can be attributed to poorly planned and

unorganized examination approaches, he added. Dr.Ashik Bonafer, Asst.Professor,

Department of Political Science, Madras Christian College tabled ten Do’s and seven Don’ts

for aspirants to follow scrupulously if they want to triumph over competitive exams.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Recent Changes in the syllabus of TNPSC Examination”20

February 2019
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Do's and Don'ts of preparing Competitive exams in India

Name of the Resource Person 1.Prof.D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy

2.Dr.Ashik Bonafer, Assistant Professor. Department of Political

Science Madras Christian College

Total Number of Participants 150

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Prof.D.Stalin, Director, Eva Stalin IAS Academy, said that students want to establish their

career in the government sector as it is a hundred percent guarantee of lifetime security.

Most candidates dream of getting a government job but rarely do they genuinely prepare for

it. Cracking government competitive exams is not a cup of tea for everyone. For this, he

opined that students should work diligently in an organized way. The major reason behind

failing in government competitive examinations can be attributed to poorly planned and

unorganized examination approaches, he added. Dr.Ashik Bonafer, Asst.Professor,

Department of Political Science, Madras Christian College tabled ten Do’s and seven Don’ts

for aspirants to follow scrupulously if they want to triumph over competitive exams.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Do's and Don'ts of preparing Competitive exams in India”28

January 2019
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Stop Yourself from Stopping Yourself

Name of the Resource Person Jayan Narayanana, Founder, toss the Coin  and Distinguished

Toastmaster

Total Number of Participants 60
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About the Event:

Stop Yourself from Stopping Yourself: The lecture highlighted on how to keep the individual

mind fresh and should always think in a positive manner. The speaker prescribed various

ways to reduce self-doubts and improve individual capacity through simple exercises

everyday. He also highlighted that individuals need to think in a positive manner during

difficult situations.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Stop Yourself from Stopping Yourself”,22 August 2019
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Training on SAP

Name of the Resource Person VISTAS with Queensland, Victoria University of Technology,

Australia

Total Number of Participants 1972

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

SAP usually stands for Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing. It usually

combines instruction in human resource software management, database management,

and business training. ... Students trained in SAP Course can create information

warehouses, design input screens, and access data tables.

Photos:

Students attending “SAP Course”
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Whole brain thinking and learning

Name of the Resource Person 1.Prof. Dr.Peter Shephard, Chairman, Oxbridge Trust (UK)

2.Dr.Asma abdullah, Freelance Consultant and Trainer

Total Number of Participants 50

Academic Year 2018--19

About the Event:

The concept of whole brain thinking, and learning is the part of Education Psychology.

The webinar gave an eyeopener to the participants. Left and right brain coordination with
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cognitive and other activities. The resource person created the insight of the logical and

reasoning ability of the student, and they explained their short term course, provided in

their institution. The  three days webinar collaborated with activities.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Whole brain thinking and learning- Industrial Expertise Career

Oriented Session”, 16June 2020 to 18 June 2020
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Employability Skills

Name of the Resource Person Ms Vani Sen Gupta, HR Director, Westin Chennai

Total Number of Participants 30

Academic Year 2018--19

About the Event:

Guest Lecture was organized for the students from III Year B.Sc HCM, Resource Person Ms.

Vani Sen Gupta ( Human Resource Manager) from Hotel Westin Chennai spoke about the

employability Opportunities at Hotel Industry.
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Photos:

Participation of students in “Employability Skills ”,31 July 2018
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Food Plating Skills

Name of the Resource Person Chef. Bharanitharan

Total Number of Participants 20

Academic Year 2018--19

About the Event:

Guest lecture (Online) was organized by the department for the students participating in

SICA competitions. Resource Person Chef. Bharanitharan explained the basic practices and

procedures to be followed while plating food varieties. Food varieties from different cuisines

were also practically presented and  demonstrated for the students.
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Photos:

Participation of students in “Food Plating Skills ”,27 July 2018
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Entrepreneurship and Career Mapping

Name of the Resource Person Dr.P.Govindaswamy, School of Management, Vistas

Total Number of Participants 90

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

This webinar addresses how to design a plan that will incorporate student career goals with

their interests, passions, and skills. this webinar focuses on, career planning and supporting

for effective decisions regarding planning for education; entering the job market; dealing

with changing conditions in the job market; planning for upgrading and maintaining skills;

planning career advancement

Photos:

Participation of students in “Entrepreneurship and Career Mapping ”,25 August 2018
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Reverse Engineering and Coordinate Measuring machine

Name of the Resource Person Mr.Karuppasamy, Associate Professor, S.Veerasamy Chettiar

College of Engineering and Technology

Total Number of Participants 90

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Students are able to understand reverse engineering as a method of creating a 3D virtual

model from an existing physical part for use in 3D computer-aided design (CAD),

computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), computer-aided engineering (CAE), or other software.

They can also understand concept of reverse engineering and principles of imaging,

cross-sectional scanning, digital data, computational graphics

Photos:

Participation of students in “Reverse Engineering and Coordinate Measuring machine”,20

July 2018
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Oil & Gas Conservation Awareness Drive-2019

Name of the Resource Person Mr.R.Ramalingam, National President, Chennai Petroleum

Corporation Limited

Total Number of Participants 90

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Students had a good opportunity to understand how to conserve energy in the oil and gas

sector through videos during a Webinar. The speaker also discusses the various case studies

for the oil and gas industry.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Oil & Gas Conservation Awareness Drive-2019”,22 January

2019
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Entrepreneurship Development programme

Name of the Resource Person Dr.S.Gayathri,  School of Management, VISTAS

Total Number of Participants 90

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

The Entrepreneurship Development programme contributes to decent employment creation,

women’s economic empowerment, gender equality and poverty reduction. This webinar also

focuses on all areas of entrepreneurship, including marketing, growth, customer relations

and much more.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Entrepreneurship Development programme”,15 February 2019
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Expertise talk  on Icing and Diping Techniques on cake

Name of the Resource Person Chef Dhamodharan

Total Number of Participants 30

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Department arranged a hands-on training and demonstration for the students in III Year B.Sc

HCM on Cake Icing and Dipping Skills, Chef Dhammodaran demonstrated the students about

the basic procedures and skills to be learnt during icing and dipping Cakes.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Expertise talk  on Icing and Diping Techniques on cake ”,22

February 2019
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Petroleum Exploration production opportunities and
Challenges

Name of the Resource Person 1.Mr. Ramakrishnan, Retd. G.M Head, K.G-P.G Basin, ONGC

2.Mr. Anand Ramamurthy, HoD/Petroleum Engineering, AMET

University

Total Number of Participants 90

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

One day National workshop was organised by the Department of Petroleum Engineering ,

VISTAS on 17th Oct 2018. Mr. Ramakrishnan (Retd. GM, ONGC) and Mr. Anand Ramamurthy

(HoD, AMET and Ex Group Productline Manager, Weatherford) delivered the keynote

address. They spoke about various new technological aspects of Exploration and Production

techniques. They highlighted what are the upcoming opportunities and challenges the

petroleum industry is facing in the near future. Advised our students for their future goal, how

to improve their skills etc. Elaborated on how to reduce cost and optimized recovery. More

than 90 students and faculties attended the workshop.

Photos:
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Guest of Honour and Resource person addressing students in “Petroleum Exploration

production opportunities and Challenges”,17 October 2018
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Career options on Building Information Modelling

Name of the Resource Person Denomo solutions

Total Number of Participants 117

Academic Year 2018--19

About the Event:
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The department of Civil engineering organized a programme on “Career Options on Building

Information Modelling” for the students of B.E Civil Engineering. The seminar highlighted the

opportunities that are available for the students once they have learnt the building

information modeling. Students got to know various real time vacancies for BIM Manager,

BIM Planner etc. It motivated the students to enhance their software knowledge for better

career opportunities

Photos:

Participation of students in “Career options on Building Information Modelling”,19

September 2019
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Career Guidance Interaction Program

Name of the Resource Person Prayajona

Total Number of Participants 64

Academic Year 2018--19

About the Event:
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Department of Civil Engineering in association with Prayojana organized "Career Guidance

Interaction '' for third and second year B.E Civil Engineering students. Experts from Prayojana

spoke about the job opportunities available for students in various streams of the

construction industry. Experts having more than 25 plus years of experience spoke about

various disciplines among construction industry and the prerequisite needed for getting

placed among various jobs

Photos:

Participation of students in “Career Guidance Interaction Program”,07 February 2019
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Resource persons addressing at “Career Guidance Interaction Program”,07 February 2019
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Job opportunities on Estimation and Quantity Surveying in
Overseas

Name of the Resource Person Mr.C.Jebadusai, Managing Director, CJ Builders

Total Number of Participants 180

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

The seminar was attended by second, third and fourth year B.E Civil Engineering students.

The various job opportunities in planning, scheduling of works using softwares like

Priimavera were briefly presented. Further, the importance of estimation and costing in the

construction field and the role played by the planning professionals in carrying out the real

life construction projects have been stressed on.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Job opportunities on Estimation and Quantity Surveying in

Overseas”,15 September 2018
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Resource persons addressing at “Job opportunities on Estimation and Quantity Surveying

in Overseas”,15 September 2018
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Career Opportunities in Construction Industry

Name of the Resource Person Mr.N.Barani Tharan, Licensed Surveyor & Consulting Engineer

PNKN Builders

Total Number of Participants 165

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

The talk "Career opportunities in construction industry" highlighted the scope available for

students to become entrepreneurs and the opportunities that can be availed in starting an

own farm. The students actively engaged in knowing about the role of design engineers,

quality and quantity surveyors, site engineers, planning engineers etc.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Career Opportunities in Construction Industry”, 21 March 2019
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Challenges faced after construction in coastal structures

Name of the Resource Person Mr.H.Abdul Haseeb Date, Managing Director, HR Levels

Infrastructure

Total Number of Participants 90

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

Structures constructed near the coastline of south India have been under the influence of

various factors like erosion, littoral drift, storm, high winds etc. The talk highlighted the

techniques and measures adopted during the construction process and how the structure

can be protected after the construction is completed. Repair and rehabilitation techniques for

building closer to the seas were also discussed in detail.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Challenges faced after construction in coastal structures”, 24

January 2019
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Challenges in Construction Field

Name of the Resource Person Mr.S.Surendar Babu , Yekova Construction Contractors, Real

Estate, Interiors

Total Number of Participants 175

Academic Year 2018--19
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About the Event:

The talk highlighted the issues faced by the construction industry due to recent events like

GST and poorly planned construction techniques. Various construction techniques and

structures were compared to highlight the issues faced and the reasons for these issues.

Mitigation measures to overcome the issues were also discussed

Photos:

Participation of students in “Challenges in Construction Field”, 12 February 2019
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Guidance for Competitive Examination

Name of the Resource Person Manidhanaeyam IAS Academy

Total Number of Participants 921

Academic Year 2017-18

About the Event:

The Vels Institute of Science, Technology and Advanced Studies have signed an MoU with

Manidhanaeyam IAS Academy for training our students for various competitive examinations.

Participation of students in “Guidance for Competitive Examination”
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Training on SAP

Name of the Resource Person VISTAS with Queensland, VictoriaUniversity of Technology,

Australia

Total Number of Participants 1972

Academic Year 2017--18
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About the Event:

SAP usually stands for Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing. It usually

combines instruction in human resource software management, database management,

and business training. ... Students trained in SAP Course can create information

warehouses, design input screens, and access data tables.

Photos:

Students attending “SAP Course”
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Situation handling - Why Bad happened to good people

Name of the Resource Person Dr. S. Vincent, Loyola College

Total Number of Participants 1500

Academic Year 2017--18
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About the Event:

Resource person, DR. S. VINCENT, LOYOLA COLLEGE, dwelt at length on the oft repeated

question by the laymen and the uninitiated, namely, ‘why should bad things happen to good

people?’ The materialist and the atheist, those who would deny God, believe that at death, all

is over. Life is finished, it is done and complete; we are dust, mere food for worms. To these

people, pain has no meaning other than what it is: pure, unadulterated suffering, without any

redeeming purpose. An atheist, he said, is convinced that the years he spends on

earth—perhaps 80 or more if he is lucky, are everything he has, and constitute the total

human experience. Indeed, there is more prediction in Scripture of a struggle on earth for the

believer than there is of gain and success. He said that pain purifies us and awakens us to

god. He added that a needle may be necessary to prevent disease or infection; nobody

welcomes or enjoys the injection, but it prevents a far greater suffering, just as what may

seem like even intolerable pain now will lead to far greater happiness later.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Why Bad happened to good people”, 19 July 2017
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How to become a successful entrepreneur

Name of the Resource Person Dr. Arun Razza, CEO, ARCOMM, Technologies

Total Number of Participants 654

Academic Year 2017--18
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About the Event:

Dr, Arun Razza, CEO, Arcomm Technologies stated at the outset that there is no magic bullet

that can transform one into a rich and successful entrepreneur overnight. However, for those

prepared to work hard to succeed, there is an almost formulaic blend of entrepreneurial skills

that can help set successful businessmen and women apart from the rest. Countless aspiring

entrepreneurs have an interesting, innovative, and compelling business idea, but don’t have

the skills or qualities to carry it through to fruition. Similarly, many others have the skills and

qualities, but lack an idea to pursue. Even those with a brilliant idea and the necessary skills

can fail to get their project off the ground if they don’t have access to funding. Successful

entrepreneurship requires a blend of all these components, he said. According to him no one

is born with the inherent knowledge of what it takes to start and run a company. It is an

ongoing, iterative experience that cannot be learned from a book. With competition

intensifying in every industry, managing and growing a nascent entrepreneurial venture has

become more complex than before. He appended good news as: Successful entrepreneurs

aren’t born—they’re made. With the right training, instruction, and development, everyone

has the potential to become an entrepreneur, and listed seven key characteristics of an

entrepreneur.

Photos:

Dr, Arun Razza in “How to become a successful entrepreneur”, 04 October 2017
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Attitude at workplace

Name of the Resource Person Dr. N. Bhalaji, Associate Professor, Department of Information

Technology SSN College of Engineering

Total Number of Participants 500

Academic Year 2017--18
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About the Event:

Dr. N. Bhalaji, Associate Professor, Department of Information Technology, SSN College of

Engineering said that it may seem as if skills and experience are the most important

characteristics of an employee, but attitude plays just as big of a role. After all, he opined,

what good are great professional skills without the attitude to see it all through? When

people think of having a positive attitude, they probably think it’s little more than plastering a

smile on their face and trying to think happy thoughts. But it’s more than that, he added. A

positive attitude is something that goes deeper and has an effect beyond surface cheer.

Negative attitudes promote fear, and a narrowing of focus and the mind, while positive

attitudes do the opposite. He said that having a true positive attitude makes a person’s view

of life broader and full of possibilities. That view leads to actually living one’s life in a way that

makes it natural to be exposed to and acquire new skills. He then went on a list of twelve

ways to maintain a positive attitude at the workplace.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Attitude at workplace”, 24January 2018
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Self Management Skills

Name of the Resource Person Mr. Raajesh Subramanian, Senior Manager, Virtusa India Private

Limited

Total Number of Participants 1200

Academic Year 2017--18
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About the Event:

Mr. Raajesh Subramanian, Senior Manager, Virtusa India Private limited, the eminent resource

person, initially explained Self-management skills as one’s ability to regulate and control

one’s actions, feelings, and thoughts. Having these skills gives one more control over his or

her career, which may eventually lead to more exciting opportunities. He said that those who

have strong self-management skills tend to be more successful at work. That’s because

these skills help them stay productive and find ways to embrace their independence. He

cited some examples of how self-management skills manifest in the form of Reliability, Stress

Management, Time Management, Trustworthiness, Adaptability and Conscientiousness. He

said that even if one lacks these abilities, he or she can enhance them and provide tips for

developing self-management skills.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Self Management Skills”, 20 March 2018
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Guidance for Competitive Examination

Name of the Resource Person Manidhanaeyam IAS Academy

Total Number of Participants 1034

Academic Year 2016-17

About the Event:

The Vels Institute of Science, Technology and Advanced Studies have signed an MoU with

Manidhanaeyam IAS Academy for training our students for various competitive examinations.

Participation of students in “Guidance for Competitive Examination”
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Training on SAP

Name of the Resource Person VISTAS with Queensland, VictoriaUniversity of Technology,

Australia

Total Number of Participants 1245

Academic Year 2016--17
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About the Event:

SAP usually stands for Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing. It usually

combines instruction in human resource software management, database management,

and business training. Students trained in SAP Course can create information

warehouses, design input screens, and access data tables.

Photos:

Participation of students in “SAP Course”
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To Be an Achiever

Name of the Resource Person MS. Janani Consultant, Revature Consultancy Services

Total Number of Participants 1500

Academic Year 2016--17
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About the Event:

According to Ms. Janani, Consultant, Revature Consultancy Services, the eminent resource

person, what it means to be an achiever, enables one to open up his or her mind and their

spirit to realms of untapped creative ideas and strategies that a boxed in linear mind cannot

fathom due to the limits imposed of a prescribed manner of worldly thinking. She added that

not many people may understand the mind or the actions of an achiever. Achievers may

often be met with reactions by individuals who do not fully understand or grasp the idea that

he/she achieves because of a driven passion to do what they do well and for the benefit of

others. When they do what they do well, and with full and complete dedication, the results

yield excellence, and excellence in one’s tasks, makes him or her a natural achiever. She

listed ten tips for becoming an achiever, and added that these tips are in no way an

exhaustive list but only a step in the right direction to be where one needs to be.

Photos:

Participation of students in “To be an Achiever”, 20 August 2016
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Inspire

Name of the Resource Person Dr. M.Suresh Gandhi, University of Madras

Total Number of Participants 285

Academic Year 2016--17
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About the Event:

In,“Inspire –Focus Towards Vision 2025 ”, Dr. M .Suresh Gandhi, University of Madras,

asserted the fact that computers are increasingly becoming ubiquitous, from smart phones

and sensors, to wearable electronics and embedded medical devices, to conventional

tablets, laptops, and server racks. He covered the growing challenges and promising

technological trends in how people will interact with computing around them in efficient,

correct and humanly pleasing manners. Many computing devices will be interacting with

each other without humans in the loop, he opined and said that the need to explore

interactions involving a swarm of machines will arise. Finally, ubiquitous computing will open

new frontiers in how people interact and will empower communities to accomplish bigger

and more complex tasks. He urged the students to look beyond the horizon at the

technological innovations that could radically change how computers interface with people

and the world around them.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Inspire”, 03 February 2017
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Time Management

Name of the Resource Person Mr. Mahesh Kumar, Calibsoft Technologies

Total Number of Participants 752

Academic Year 2016--17
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About the Event:

According to the resource person, Mr. Mahesh Kumar, Calibsoft Technologies, “Time

management” is the process of organizing and planning how to divide one’s time between

specific activities. Good time management enables one to work smarter – not harder – so

that he or she gets more done in less time, even when time is tight and pressures are high.

He said that failing to manage one’s time damages their effectiveness and causes stress.

Good time management requires an important shift in focus from activities to results: being

busy isn’t the same as being effective. Spending one’s day in a frenzy of activity often

achieves less, because you’re dividing your attention between so many different tasks. Good

time management lets one work smarter – not harder – so one get more done in less time.

The highest achievers manage their time exceptionally well, even when time is tight and

pressures are high. He then listed fifteen time management techniques.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Time Management”, 15 February 2017
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Self Management

Name of the Resource Person Mr. G.Santhosh Kumar, Director Product Management, The

Advisory Board Company

Total Number of Participants 1500

Academic Year 2016--17
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About the Event:

Self-management was handled by Mr. G.Santhosh Kumar, Director Product Management, The

Advisory Board Company.He addressed that “Self Management skills are your ability to

regulate and control your actions, feelings, and thoughts. With these skills, you can follow

through on the work you're supposed to be doing. Likewise, being able to manage yourself

can help you be more successful in your goal-setting efforts. Having these skills gives you

more control over your career, which may eventually lead to more exciting opportunities.”

Photos:

Resource person addressing students in “Self Management”, 10 March 2017

Participation of students in “Self Management”, 10 March 2017
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Inspire talk - How to be a Successful Entrepreneur

Name of the Resource Person Mr.G.SathyaMoorthy, HR Manager, HCL Technologies

Total Number of Participants 400

Academic Year 2016--17
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About the Event:

The eminent resource person for the session “Inspire –Expectations of IT Industry”, was

Mr.G.Sathya Moorthy, HR Manager, HCL Technologies. According to him, recent changes in

information systems technologies, applications, and personnel requires all the stakeholders

to reconsider the skills for tomorrow's IT professionals. Despite a shared vision of the future

IT professional, there is an "expectation gap" between industry needs and academic

preparation. Industry and universities must work together to close this gap. Universities need

to place more emphasis on the integration of technologies, applications, data, and business

functions and less on traditional and formal system development. He said that firms need to

send consistent messages to universities about their expectations while recognizing that the

mission of university business programs is career education, not job training.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Inspire –Expectations of IT Industry”, 26 September 2016
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Guidance for Competitive Examination

Name of the Resource Person Manidhanaeyam IAS Academy

Total Number of Participants 562

Academic Year 2015-16

About the Event:

The Vels Institute of Science, Technology and Advanced Studies have signed an MoU with

Manidhanaeyam IAS Academy for training our students for various competitive examinations.

Participation of students in “Guidance for Competitive Examination”
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Training on SAP

Name of the Resource Person VISTAS with Queensland, Victoria University of Technology,

Australia

Total Number of Participants 795

Academic Year 2015--16
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About the Event:

SAP usually stands for Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing. It usually

combines instruction in human resource software management, database management,

and business training. Students trained in SAP Course can create information

warehouses, design input screens, and access data tables.

Photos:

Participation of students in “SAP Course”
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Be an Achiever

Name of the Resource Person Prof. R.Anandan, Research Scientist, Karpaga Vinayaga College

of Engineering And Technology

Total Number of Participants 1250

Academic Year 2015--16
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About the Event:

The resource person for the session on “Be an Achiever”, was Prof. R.Anandan, Research

Scientist, Karpaga Vinayaga College of Engineering and Technology. He was of the view that

setting oneself up for success is no easy feat. There are a lot of things that can get in the way

of one’s pursuits along the way and it's important to be prepared for the worst. Successful

people don't become millionaires and celebrities overnight. High achievers see things

differently than most people. They're more optimistic and tend to work well, even in stressful

environments. He discussed the concepts that high achievers everywhere abide: Get up

Early, Be Patient but Persistent, Step Out of Your Comfort Zone, Set Smart Goals, Avoid

Perfectionism, Enjoy Your Work, Set Challenges, Be Responsible. According to him, these will

help one stay focused while making his or own dreams come true.

Photos:

Prof. R.Anandan addressing students in Session on “Be an Achiever”, 21 August 2015
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Professionalism

Name of the Resource Person Dr.S.Arun, Associate Professor, Department of Computer

Science and Engineering, Vistas

Total Number of Participants 1200

Academic Year 2015--16
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About the Event:

Session on “Professionalism”, was spearheaded by Dr. S.Arun, Associate Professor,

Department of Computer Science and Engineering. He started the session by quoting the

saying "Professionalism is not the job you do; it's how you do the job." He elaborated that

professionalism involves consistently achieving high standards, both visibly and "behind the

scenes'' – whatever your role or profession. Some sectors, workplaces or roles have

particular "rules'' of professionalism. These may be explicit, such as an agreed dress code, or

a policy for using social media. Other rules and expectations may not be written down, but

they can be just as important – such as what is regarded as professional behavior at

meetings, or even how people personalize their desks. It pays to be observant, and to ask for

clarification if necessary. "Fitting in'' is a big part of professionalism, as it's a way to show

respect, attention to detail, and a commitment to upholding agreed practices and values.

According to him however, "being true to yourself" is just as important. True professionals

don't follow rules mindlessly, and they know when and how to challenge norms. They're also

flexible, and they find their own ways to do things – while still maintaining high standards. He

then listed eight characteristics of Professionalism and urged students to follow them.

Photos:

Dr.S.Arun addressing students in Session on “Professionalism”, 20 October 2015
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Social Responsibility

Name of the Resource Person Dr.Vijayarangan, MNM Jain College of Engineering

Total Number of Participants 1000

Academic Year 2015--16
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About the Event:

Dr. Vijayarangan, MNM Jain College of Engineering, the eminent resource person, viewed

Social responsibility as an ethical theory in which individuals are accountable for fulfilling

their civic duty, and the actions of an individual must benefit the whole of society. According

to him, this will maintain a balance between economic growth and the welfare of society and

the environment. If this equilibrium is maintained, then social responsibility is accomplished.

Every individual has a responsibility to act in a manner that is beneficial to society and not

solely to the individual. He emphasized that Social responsibility and ethics applies in both

individual and group capacities. It should be incorporated into daily actions/decisions,

particularly ones that will have an effect on other persons and/or the environment. In the

larger group capacity, a code of social responsibility and ethics need to be applied within

said group as well as during interactions with another group or an individual. Often, the

ethical implications of a decision/action are overlooked for personal gain and the benefits are

usually material. This frequently manifests itself in companies that attempt to cheat

environmental regulations, forcing government intervention.

Photos:

Participation of students in “Social Responsibility”, 11 February2016
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Stress Management

Name of the Resource Person Dr.Balasubramaniyam, Dean-Research, Madras Diabetic

Research Foundation

Total Number of Participants 1000

Academic Year 2015--16
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About the Event:

Session on “STRESS MANAGEMENT”, was headed by Dr. Balasubramaniyam,

Dean-Research, Madras Diabetic Research Foundation. According to him, stress is the body’s

response to changes in one’s life. Because life involves constant change—ranging from every

day, routine change like commuting from home to work to adapting to major life changes like

marriage, divorce, or death of a loved one—there is no avoiding stress. He acknowledged

that stress can come from many sources, which are known as "stressors." Since our

experience of what is considered "stressful" is created by our unique perceptions of what we

encounter in life, a situation may be perceived as "stressful" by one person and merely

"challenging" by someone else. Stress can be effectively managed in many different ways.

The best stress management plans usually include a mix of stress relievers that address

stress physically and psychologically and help to develop resilience and coping skills. He

listed several stress management techniques and urged all the stakeholders to follow them

diligently.

Photos:

Dr. Balasubramaniyam is honoured in the session on “Stress Management”, 21 February

2016
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